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Abstract

Unexpected obstacle formation in the LHC beam-pipe
during assembly, cool down and operation may lead to ma-
jor disturbances. Thus a fast, precise, sensitive and reliable
means to detect and characterize such a fault is highly de-
sirable, preferably without the need to break the vacuum.
Waveguide mode time domain reflectometry using the syn-
thetic pulse technique has been selected for this purpose.
The system will use a modern vector network analyzer op-
erating using essentially the fundamental TM mode on the
LHC beam-screen. The objective is to measure over a full
arc (2.5 km) with access from either side both in reflection
(≈ 1.25 km range) and transmission mode. If the proposed
system is implemented a total of 32 couplers will be per-
manently installed, which may be used in normal operation
for beam diagnostics and other applications.
The attenuation of several short beam-screen sections has
been measured both for TE and TM modes by means of
a resonator method and these data are compared with the-
oretical results. Waveguide calibration on the beam-pipe
and digital signal processing to compensate dispersion are
studied. Finally, using a 44m test track the performance of
the proposed methods is examined.

INTRODUCTION

For proper operation of CERN’s Large Hadron Collider,
it is of utmost importance that the beam-screen, fig. 1, is
free from any obstacle larger than a pinhead. During the
installation procedure however, there is a non-negligible
probability that a permanent deformation or simply some
forgotten screw remains inside. In this case it would be ad-
vantageous to have a means to detect such obstacles during
assembly and possibly in situ without having to open the
vacuum.

Any intruding device such as a little robot is out of
question for vacuum reasons, regardless of the possibil-
ity that it could get stuck inside. Optical lasers and ul-
trasonic pulse-echo detection are too limited in dynamic
range. However the beam-pipe can be considered as a
waveguide with modes propagating above a certain cut-
off frequency. Since the beam-pipe is covered with axial
pumping slots, TE modes will radiate considerably, while
TM modes are hardly influenced, given that their wall cur-
rents are parallel to the slots.
In this approach synthetic pulse reflectometry was pre-
ferred over a FMCW1 method and real time pulse reflec-
tometry for the simple reason that the latter methods would
require the development of much of the front-end measure-
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Figure 1: The LHC beam-screen with the surrounding cold
bore, the pumping slots and the cooling tubes

ment equipment. For synthetic pulse reflectometry a state-
of-the-art vector network analyser (VNA) has been used to
measure the frequency response of s11, the time domain
profile of s11 is obtained by Fourier transform. In addi-
tion, high dynamic range (>120dB) and good reproducibil-
ity have been obtained this way. This method has already
been successfully applied over much shorter ranges (13m)
at ESRF2 [1].
Two plans for the realization are proposed:

• The baseline programme: During assembly, sec-
tions of say 100m length are checked before sealing
the beam-pipe. The measurement would be done at
room temperature by branching some kind of adaptor
directly on one end of the beam-pipe.

• The full scale version should allow in-situ measure-
ments in the LHC. Coupling to the beam-pipe should
utilize a button type pick-up installed at the end of
each arc (32 in total), requiring detection ranges up
to 1250m at low temperature.

RESONATOR MEASUREMENTS

The attenuation in the beam-pipe constitutes a major lim-
iting factor. We used a resonator method to determine the
attenuation and the cut-off frequencies of the first TE and
TM modes. The resonator was built by soldering brass
plates on the ends of a sample of beam-pipe. A measure-
ment in transmission mode reveals the characteristic pat-
tern of peaks as shown in fig. 2.

Cut-off frequencies

Given this data, the cut-off frequency of the respective
mode can be determined with very good accuracy using
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Figure 2: Pattern of resonance peaks for the first TM mode
on a 100 cm long beam-pipe resonator in transmission

the method presented in [2]. The cut-off of the first TE and
TM modes are given in the table below.

Mode3 TEc11 TEs11 TM01 TM11

fc [GHz] 3.61 4.32 5.33 7.99

Table 1: The measured cut-off frequencies for the first
modes on the slotted beam-pipe

Attenuation

The relation between a peak’s quality factor and the at-
tenuation at this frequency is given in [3] by

QL =
πλH

λ2
0α

(1)

with QL, λH , λ0 and α representing the measured loaded
quality factor, the guided wavelength, the free wavelength
and the attenuation in [dB/m], respectively. By appropriate
choice of the mode launchers the coupling was kept suffi-
ciently small that the unloaded quality factor Q0 could be
approximated by QL.

In figure 3 the attenuation α for the fundamental TM
mode is compared to the theoretical curve for a circular
waveguide having the same cut-off frequency fc, as given
in [4]. The measured values are larger by around 40%,
which could be due to the properties of the beam-pipe, es-
pecially the longitudinal welding strip, the saw-teeth like
corrugations, the general surface roughness and to a minor
degree, the radiation through the slots.
For the TE modes3 things look different. The TEs11 mode
is much affected by the slots, since its current maximum is
at the location of the slots. The radiation losses make the
attenuation increase by nearly a factor 2. For the funda-
mental TE mode (TEc11) this is not the case, however its
attenuation curve flattens above 4.5GHz, which indicates

3The indices c and s of the stand for the sine (vertical) and cosine
(horizontal) polarization of the TE11 mode
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Figure 3: Attenuation of the fundamental TM mode on the
beam-pipe, compared to calculated values for a circum-
scribed circular waveguide

that radiation losses (which increase with f2 as a first ap-
proximation) begin to prevail. At low temperature (20K)
this effect will become more significant, since the resistive
losses are estimated to decrease by a factor 4 to 5. This ob-
servation indicates that the TM01 mode should be a better
choice than the fundamental TE mode.

MEASUREMENTS ON THE TEST TRACK

After some preliminary tests a straight section of nearly
44m of beam-pipe with two interconnects was made avail-
able for measurements. The coupling to the beam-pipe
consisted of a non-optimized adapter available from pre-
vious tests that was fitted to the end of the beam-pipe. In-
serting an appropriate mode launcher excited the desired
mode. On this line the performance of waveguide calibra-
tion and signal processing was tested.

Waveguide calibration

When doing measurements involving transitions be-
tween different types of lines and on electrically long de-
vices calibration is highly recommended. For such a non-
standard waveguide profile as the beam-pipe however no
calibration standards are commercially available. There-
fore we had to make them on our own. As for an ordinary
waveguide calibration, three standards were used: two off-
set shorts of lengths l1 ≈ 7mm and l2 ≈ 20mm and one
load. The shorts were realized by soldering a brass plate
at the given position into a sample of beam-pipe and to get
a load, some absorbing material was inserted into another
piece (fig. 4).

The major advantage of waveguide calibration on the
beam-pipe was found to be that initial reflections from the
beam-pipe adapter could be avoided. However, due to the
fragile contacts of the adapter and changing properties of
cables, the calibration deteriorated every time some me-
chanical intervention was done. In particular in the time
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Figure 4: The coax-to-beam-pipe adapter and the three
standards for waveguide calibration

domain it was noticed that calibrated measurements have a
smaller dynamic range4 than uncalibrated ones.

Signal processing

It soon became clear that some serious signal processing
had to be done. This is mainly due to two reasons:

• The maximum number of points available on our
VNA is limited to 1601. Since this is insufficient
to get both good spatial resolution (large frequency
range) and good spatial range (closely spaced fre-
quency points), measurements in adjacent frequency
ranges have to be combined externally before doing
the FFT.

• Waveguide dispersion on the beam-pipe will cause
considerable smear-out on the emitted (synthetic)
pulses. A numerical correction of this effect is called
for.

For the implementation of these tasks MATLAB c© was cho-
sen.

Dispersion compensation. After having run down z
meters on a waveguide with guided wavelength λH and
cut-off frequency fc the phase change can be expressed by

φ(f) = − 2π

λH
z = −

2πf
√

1 − ( fc

f )2

c0
z = −2πτ

√
f2 − f2

c ,

(2)
introducing the free space delay τ = z

c0
. By subtracting

the part of this phase term that goes with higher than linear
order of f from the phase of measured data, the dispersion
can be compensated for one distance z. By repeatedly do-
ing this procedure for increasing foci z, each time cutting
out the focused region a dispersion compensated trace can
be made up. The actual performance of this method is il-
lustrated in figure 5.

4difference between maximum amplitude and RMS noise level in one
time domain trace
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Figure 5: Dispersion compensation for the first TM mode
on the test track

Other implemented features, such as analysis of mode mix-
ing and multiple reflections by the interconnects are pre-
sented in detail in [5].

CONCLUSION

The feasibility of an obstacle-locating reflectometer for
the LHC beam-pipe was studied. First the crucial charac-
teristics of the beam-pipe were determined in a resonator
measurement. With the attenuation obtained, a range of
600m for the detection of a M4 nut size obstacle seems pos-
sible at room temperature, with a substantial gain expected
for low temperature operation (20K). In a measurement on
a 44m long test track, waveguide calibration on the beam-
pipe was examined and the data was processed to correct
smear-out provoked by dispersion.
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